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Abstract
 In the last thirty years, in vivo brain structural and functional exploration has sparked 

vivid light on the neural correlates of language. Along these lines, the study of phono-
logical competence has offered a ‘neural view’ into the organization of basic speech-
sensitive areas, improving the sensitivity of pre-surgical mapping and brain-computer 
interface-based communication. Nevertheless, only rarely the significance of these 
results has been recognized in the context of a century-long discussion around the 
theoretical, physical and cognitive consistency of the phoneme itself. Here we review 
recent investigations into speech perception, imagery and production at the segmen-
tal level through neuroimaging and neurophysiological techniques, showing that 
phonemes are processed as discrete entities, which are categorized in cognition as 
unique products of their acoustic and articulatory features, despite the seamless flow 
of the speech signal. These results seem to expand the scope of the motor theory of 
speech perception.
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1. Introduction

Selecting the phonological form of a word engages processes well be-
yond the sensory and motor peripheral nervous system, echoing all the way 
up to the cerebral cortex for language perception and production (Hickok 
and Poeppel, 2000; Hickok, 2009). As a complement to this idea that pho-
nological information is represented centrally and cognitively thanks to its 
salience, the existence of a discrete unit of speech, such as the phoneme, was 
already driving intense debate among linguists long before the cognitive 
neurosciences approached the psychophysics of speech. Worth mentioning, 
within the Italian phonological community, is the exchange between Ma-
rotta (2010) and Albano Leoni (2011), reprised as well in Paoloni (2012), 
where the argument of an abstract symbolic structure encapsulating pho-
nemes as invariant cognitive entities conflicts with the ‘phonic shape’ pro-
posal for whole-word perception.
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To shed some further light on this debate, one must recollect how the 
notion of phoneme came about in the development of phonology as a scien-
tific field: the French term phonème became popular at a time when linguis-
tics was facing an existential shift from its purely historical and comparative 
instantiation to a synchronic perspective, which then led the way to the 
general, empirically-driven observations about the structure of natural lan-
guages characterizing its later developments (Mugdan, 2011; 2014). Within 
a few years, the abstract, psychologically-rooted nature of phonemes was 
first hypothesized by Baudouin de Courtenay (Stankiewicz, 1972) at the 
very dawn of the cognitive sciences, while the structural and functional 
neuroanatomy of language were being discussed by neurologists observ-
ing the first scientifically documented cases of production and perception 
aphasia (Broca, 1861; 1865; Wernicke, 1874). By then, the phoneme was 
already being presented as a mental representation, linking perceptual and 
motor features through associational-transformational processes engaging 
memory of perceived speech to shape it into a cognitive entity. In the first 
half of the last century, the School of Prague further elaborated this elu-
sive concept of a minimal discrete unit pertaining to a language-specific 
set or inventory (Trubetzkoy, 1969), built upon a notion of pars minima 
dating all the way back to the classical ages and set the tone for any future 
debates, as thoroughly reviewed in Albano Leoni (2009). Meanwhile, dis-
cussions around the conceptual, ‘psychological’ consistency of phonemes 
(Sapir, 1925), as well as their physical outcome as «bundled distinctive [ed. 
mechanical-sensorimotor] features» (Bloomfield, 1933), tipped the scale 
in favor of a phonemic principle, and progressively towards a phonologi-
cal, rather than phonetic, interpretation of the nature of language sounds 
(Hymes and Fought, 1981). The phonemic principle was later re-considered 
following Bloomsfield’s observations, as data derived from speech analysis 
showed how features of the acoustic or articulatory kind overlap in time 
during speech production and are perceived as such, being determined by 
the physics of sound waves travelling across the oral cavity, interacting with 
its shape and the obstacles therein (Jakobson et al., 1952; Jakobson and 
Halle, 1956 [20102]; Chomsky and Halle, 1968).

In such a climate of particle dissection, the ‘cognitive status’ of the pho-
neme kept being scrutinized and debated from a mostly theoretical stand-
point for years to come, and, to a certain extent, it still is, particularly when 
it comes to establish its ancient but still influential role as pars minima (Al-
bano Leoni, 2009). Nonetheless, the possibility of phonological categoriza-
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tion being an organizing principle arising and rooted in the human brain has 
lacked sufficient support by neuroscientific data up until very recently, when 
new methodologies for brain functional exploration became available. Thus, 
phonological competence has been studied extensively, although seldom for 
its own sake: the ultimately practical scope around which neuroscientists 
organized the study of phonology in the brain has led to a detachment of 
neural data from linguistic theory, so that the debate around the nature of 
the phoneme is now partly disengaged from the voluminous, recent experi-
mental evidence.

To date, linguistic practice, mostly in teaching, has built upon the va-
lidity of the phoneme as an abstract notion, and phonological change is still 
explained by interactions between phonemes, through their distinctive fea-
tures. Thus, on one hand, a debate around the nature of phonemes exists, 
though without sufficient, up-to-date empirical evidence; whereas, on the 
other hand, phonology is still mostly taught as if the issue had never sur-
faced.

In this review, evidence will be presented from neuroscientific data in-
vestigating the phoneme and its representation in cognition, converging on 
a shared result which speaks in favor of a cognitive validity for the phone-
mic principle: as it will be shown, the brain indeed processes phonemes as 
discrete bundles of articulatory-acoustic features, and organizes them into 
categories shaped by such characteristics. 

2. Neuroscientific investigations into the nature of the phoneme

In this section, we will review recent data emerging from the vast neuro-
scientific literature investigating phonological categorization in the cerebral 
cortex of humans through various in vivo techniques, such as Electrocorti-
cography (ECoG), Electroencephalography (EEG) and functional Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (fMRI), offering neurophysiological as well as metabol-
ic measurements of neuronal activity, which neuroscientists seek to correlate 
with a task being performed at the time of data acquisition – such as percep-
tion, production or imagery of speech sounds (Penfield and Jasper, 1954; 
Ogawa et al., 1990; Huettel et al., 2004; Niedermeyer and da Silva, 2005; 
Miller et al., 2007; Marini, 2008).
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2.1. Multivariate classifiers and machine learning in brain exploration

Most of the studies reviewed here exploit the potentialities offered by 
the latest developments for second-level statistical analysis of neuroimaging 
data, namely, multivariate classifiers describing the content of signals com-
ing from electrical activity across the cerebral cortex (ECoG, EEG) or from 
the consumption of oxygen carried by hemoglobin throughout the cerebral 
vasculature (fMRI), itself tied to neuronal activity (Villringer and Dirnagl, 
1994). Classifiers can reveal the organization of information content with-
in and across cortical regions without any a priori assumptions, in what is 
called a ‘data driven’ perspective (Naselaris et al., 2011), under the premise 
that the cortex is a complex, network-based structure whose data points are 
analyzed as part of a pattern of activated neural populations, tied to the pro-
cessing of a certain stimulus (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006; Lemm et al., 2011). 
The recent innovation brought by these statistical methods to the treatment 
of brain data was momentous, in that it crucially allowed neuroscientists to 
abandon the massive univariate approach, where they would assume scarcely 
grounded statistical relationships between data points.

By ‘letting data speak’, machine learning algorithms instead train 
and test themselves: in fact, they learn the statistical behavior of the data 
we feed them, thus developing the power to predict any further feedings, 
i.e., to classify any new stimulus by placing it into its pertaining category. 
Consequently, multivariate approaches abandon the robustness, as well as 
the inner limits, of univariate analyses to break into a deeper layer of under-
standing than activation studies (Davis et al., 2014). In fact, multivariate 
classifiers and machine learning offer the unique possibility to study many 
cognitive subtleties from a data-driven perspective, to observe the actual, 
pattern-based organizing principle driving categorization of certain stimuli, 
and crucially change the question from ‘which area significantly engages in 
a specific task?’ to ‘how is information represented in a specific area dur-
ing a specific task?’ (Kriegeskorte and Bandettini, 2007), without assum-
ing dependencies between voxels analyzed separately and brought together 
later on, instead considering them as a statistically interconnected system. 
For the neurolinguists seeking a correlation between several, often colliding 
theoretical models proposed to describe different aspects of language (pho-
nology included), it is now possible to witness the brain processing not just 
speech perception, production or imagery in one or the other cortical area, 
but also to unwrap the code subtending activation, i.e., to see which regions 
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‘recognize’ phonemes on the basis of a model derived from their distinctive 
features, and how accurately categorization is performed. 

Therefore, most of the experiments presented in this review take advan-
tage of multivariate classifiers and machine learning to investigate the cogni-
tive processing of phonemes (both vowels and consonants) in the cerebral 
cortex, with different aims, yet sharing the common result of showing that 
phonemes are indeed a cognitive entity, entailing the features described, as 
far back as eighty years ago, through the qualitative description of spoken 
and heard speech.

2.2. Electrocorticography

In this section we will review the vast ECoG literature on the topic of 
phonological competence1. For the sake of clarity, given the amount of work 
around this topic (mostly due to the significance of this very spatially and 
temporally fine-grained methodology for BCI and pre-surgical mapping) 
speech production, perception and imagery are treated in separated sub-
sections.

2.2.1. Production
As regards the numerous ECoG-based inquiries into the speech net-

work existing in literature, intraoperative speech production studies have 
been considered particularly often due to the necessity of assessing the elo-
quent cortex prior to neurosurgery, so as to avoid the unwilling impairment 
of verbal communication. With this aim, Pei et al. (2011) were able to clas-
sify four vowels and nine pairs of consonants embedded in whole words in 
the premotor and primary motor cortices (PM, M1), Broca’s area and the 
posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG) using multivariate techniques, 
similarly to what Leuthardt et al. (2011) did in different patients with sparse 

1 Initially developed in the context of epilepsy treatment, ECoG measures the postsynaptic 
activity of local field potentials (small groups of close-by neurons), springing from pyramidal cells and 
mediated vertically throughout the cerebral cortex, up to the pia mater, across the cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF), the arachnoid and the dura mater. The ECoG signal travels through a microarray of epidural or 
subdural electrodes placed onto – or just below – the exposed surface of the outermost membrane, the 
dura mater, through a craniotomy, and, despite its invasiveness, it features fast temporal and fine spatial 
resolution, making it an optimal technique for the mapping of brain activity; moreover, while electro-
encephalography is negatively affected by electrical signal travelling through the aforementioned tis-
sue/fluid layers and the skull (notoriously poorly conductive), ECoG is not concerned by this problem. 
With this methodology, it is thus possible to measure brain activity in the temporal and spatial domain 
with optimal precision.
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vowel-vowel or vowel-rest contrasts; interestingly, Bouchard et al. (2013) 
succeeded in identifying the consonant-to-vowel transition during spoken 
syllables by correlating cortical activity and articulator features for the cardi-
nal vowels [a][i][u] and several consonants defined by four places of articula-
tion. Along those lines, Rescher et al. (2013) demonstrated on a more gen-
eral basis the correlation between the flow of natural speech and significant 
power increase in the ECoG high gamma band in Broca’s area, PM and M1 
in patients undergoing eloquent cortex pre-surgical assessment. 

Similarly, Chakrabarti et al. (2013) successfully decoded 12 psycho-
physically-based Mel-cepstral frequency coefficients calculated from con-
tinuous speech production from high gamma band ECoG activity, similarly 
to a later single-patient study where the authors decoded twelve consonant-
vowel (CV) syllables during, again, natural fluent reading (Kanas et al., 
2014). In Bouchard and Chang (2014), the ventral somatosensory cortex 
(vSMC) was found to predict acoustic parameters across vowel categories 
and different renditions of the same vowel on a single-trial basis, once again 
using the cardinal vowels; that same year, a study by Mugler et al. (2014) 
provided a correlation between the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 
chart for American English production and ECoG signal measured when 
subjects read words aloud, isolating single phonemes in such a way that 
those considered close in the IPA chart often ended up being adjacent in the 
ECoG multivariate measures; a result similar to a previous study by Tankus 
et al. (2012), where the confusability matrix of vowels alone had been pre-
dicted by the activity pattern of vowel-specific electrodes in the rostral ante-
rior cingulate and medial orbitofrontal cortices (rAC, MOF), representing 
a spatial-anatomical axis identical to that shown in the IPA, and reaching 
optimal performance when two different renditions of the same vowel were 
incorporated in the calculations by averaging their coefficients. Interest-
ingly, in this study STG did not show vowel-specific activities, but rather 
its electrodes engaged in the processing of all vowels. Finally, in yet another 
investigation into the relationship that neural activity entertains with the 
IPA chart, during continuous speech production groups of consonants and 
vowels defined by, once again, place (labial, dorsal coronal) and manner (ob-
struent, sonorant) of articulation, voicing, as well as the vowel-consonant 
broad distinction, showed differential activity patterns (Lotte et al., 2015): 
place-related activity patterns span all along the precentral gyrus (PrCG), 
while manner- and voicing-related ones are isolated to a smaller sensorimo-
tor region proposed in a previous study by Brown et al. (2008) as the seat of 
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laryngeal control for phoneme production (i.e. controlling the vocal cords 
to manage airflow, and thus the emission of voice). Strangely, Lotte and col-
leagues did not manage to observe cortical activity that was predictive of 
tongue position in vowels. 

2.2.2. Perception
In speech perception, Chang et al. (2010) were able to classify three con-

sonants in pSTG, where Pasley et al. (2012) later reconstructed the coarse 
spectrogram of whole words. Quite interestingly, the primary acoustic corti-
ces (A1) of the ferret in Mesgarani et al. (2008) and the rat in Engineer et al. 
(2008) also encoded phonological information so as to allow robust phoneme 
categorization; Mesgarani et al. (2014) later on demonstrated how single hu-
man STG electrode sites are tuned to consonant groups defined by manner 
and place of articulation, and to three vowel groups (high- and low-front, low-
back) defined by the integrated weight of their first and second formants (F1 
and F2); crucially, this study demonstrated that harmonic structure is encod-
ed at a higher-order level than simple frequential tuning, thus differentiating 
human from animal results, since phonological categorization in human per-
ception extended well beyond the actual borders of the primary acoustic cor-
tex to leak into areas engaged in associative, higher-order processing unique 
to humans. New results were recently obtained even with sung vowels gated 
at very short durations (2 to 128ms) in the guinea pig A1 with multi-unit 
recordings, showing robust vowel identification through timbre structure at 
varying pitches despite the degradation occurred from gating (Occelli et al., 
2016); in this study, the human behavioral counterpart showed identification 
rates as low as chance when the duration of the presented vowels was progres-
sively reduced, suggesting that vowel recognition might depend on duration 
as a cue that the presented stimulus is in fact a language sound.

2.2.3. Imagery
A bridge towards restoring communication in physically impaired in-

dividuals has been suggested by few studies assessing speech imagery for 
BCI control, although only a few of them have investigated fine-grained, 
segmental-level information content. Among these, Pei et al. (2011) classi-
fied vowel-specific information in the premotor cortex, and consonant pairs 
in STG, while Leuthardt et al. (2011) classified couples of vowels and vowels 
against rest during imagery of speech, similarly to what they did with speech 
production. Moreover, Ikeda et al. (2014) classified the cardinal vowels in a 
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sparse set of cortical locations, with varying success at different ECoG fre-
quency bandwidths and in different subjects. 

2.3. Electroencephalography

The temporally fast variations characterizing basic speech have made 
electrophysiology the most direct way to obtain signal that easily correlates 
to phonological processing; along these lines, in addition to ECoG, EEG as 
well has offered clues into basic speech2. Callan et al. (2000) showed Inde-
pendent Component Analysis (Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000) to distinguish au-
ditory evoked potentials from speech perception (listening phase of a vowel 
listening-plus-articulation task) and speech imagery, as well as speech ‘plan-
ning’ responses in the same tasks. Crucially, data as early as these showed in-
volvement of the bilateral temporoparietal cortex, Broca’s area, left M1 and 
PMC. Soon after, Alku et al. (2001) demonstrated with magnetoencepha-
lography (MEG)3 and EEG that the aperiodic signal characterizing vowel 
sounds through the laryngeal vibration is fundamental to identify a vowel 
even in the presence of a signature formant structure, advising against the 
oversimplification of the two-formant, merely acoustic model of vowel dis-
tinction, thus arguing in favor of laryngeal vibration as a motor-based com-
ponent for sustained speech decoding – even though Manca and Grimaldi 
(2016) show that formant distance directly correlates with cortical distance 
and MEG activity magnitude in the auditory representation of vowel sets. 

Relatively to the perception of single phonemes, a comprehensive study 
by Wang et al. (2012) showed the IPA feature chart being predicted by just 
the phase pattern of the EEG signal in the 2-9 Hz frequency bandwidth for 
eight initial consonants embedded in CV syllables, and four isolated vow-
els. Similarly, Kim et al. (2014) revealed how F2 of the cardinal vowels could 
be easily classified on a single trial basis after extracting speech perception-

2 By providing an electrode cap that is placed directly upon the head, EEG measures signal 
from the local field potentials of pyramidal cells traveling through the cortex, the CSF, the menin-
ges and finally the poorly conductive skull: its sub-optimal spatial resolution and signal degradation 
notwithstanding, this simple, non-invasive and temporally optimal setup for the measuring of neural 
activity has been exploited in the study of speech since the earliest days of neurolinguistics (Weiss and 
Mueller, 2003).

3 Similarly to EEG, MEG provides direct, noninvasive measurements of brain activity throu-
gh the detection of magnetic fields generated by the synapse, providing finer spatial resolution throu-
gh an increased number of measurement points than EEG, and equally good temporal resolution 
(Hämäläinen et al., 1993).
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related features from the alpha EEG band, with the aim of testing a good 
EEG-based pipeline for BCI-oriented feature extraction. Again in the con-
text of BCI, Yoshimura et al. (2016) classified EEG-based imagery of the 
vowels [a] and [i] from current dipoles calculated on the fMRI-reconstruct-
ed cortical surface, showing an improvement in cortical current-based clas-
sification accuracy. Silent reading of single-vowel Chinese ideograms was 
tested by Wang et al. (2013) but good classification rates were achieved only 
for the ideogram (either one of two) vs rest condition, with lower accura-
cies in the distinction between the two ideograms, where DaSalla et al. 
(2009) had similarly succeeded in classifying two imagined vowels [a] and 
[u], though with better results in the vowel vs. rest than the vowel vs. vowel 
condition. 

2.4. Functional magnetic resonance imaging

The study of the language faculty in physiology and pathology and the 
fMRI technique have long entertained a particularly fruitful relationship 
(Price, 2000; 2010; 2012), thanks to the noninvasiveness of this method-
ology, which exploits the magnetic properties of hemoglobin through the 
readout of a scanner equipped with magnetic and radiofrequency coils, to 
map brain function with good-to-optimal spatial resolution and acceptable 
temporal resolution. fMRI crucially differs from ECoG and EEG, provid-
ing an indirect measurement of neuronal activity, tied to the consumption of 
oxygen, thus describing brain function from a complementary and equally 
significant metabolic perspective.

Few fMRI studies have investigated the organization of phonological in-
formation processing and organization, and once again, mostly on the basis 
of single speech tasks, with a few early, univariate but relevant approaches. 
Among these, crucially to the idea that the fMRI signal could pick up pho-
nologically-relevant variation, Jacquemot et al. (2003) contrasted free and 
word-selective variation in pseudowords presented to Japanese and French 
speakers, showing a significant «phonological grammar effect» (Jacquemot 
et al., 2003: 9544) in the left STG and the left anterior supramarginal gyrus 
(SMG), whose activity increased when processing phonologically relevant, 
but not merely acoustic changes in both groups4. Later on, Rimol et al. (2005) 

4 Trials comprised pseudowords contrasting by the variables of acoustic change vs no-change, 
phonological change vs. no-change, and silence, coherently with the phonological system of a subject’s 
mother tongue. Participants would hear a triplet of auditory stimuli, of which the first two were iden-
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contrasted perception of plosive consonants, CV syllables and noise, revealing 
the sub-syllabic nature of activations in what would soon become the classi-
cal locus of phoneme multivariate classification in speech perception through 
both ECoG and fMRI, that is, the left STS (Liebenthal et al., 2005), as well 
as in the middle temporal gyrus (MTG). Moreover, a recent study by Bonte 
et al. (2016) demonstrated how phonological skills directly correlate with the 
magnitude of activity in the left posterior STG, planum temporale (PT) and 
right STS/STG during a cardinal vowel perception with match-to-sample 
task, beyond age-related effects in phonological and speaker processing. 

Multivariate pattern analysis on basic speech was initiated in fMRI by a 
seminal study demonstrating a highly organized ‘cortical phonology’ in the 
primary and secondary auditory cortices (Heschl’s Gyrus, HG; STS), where 
a multivariate classifier distinguished patterns unique to each cardinal vowel 
during speech perception (Formisano et al., 2008); similarly, Bonte et al. 
(2014) demonstrated how the perceived cardinal vowels could be decoded 
from activity within those same regions, which, furthermore, disengaged 
from classifying speaker identity during cross-decoding, thus suggesting 
that activity of early auditory regions in phonological processing may reflect 
task-dependent, top-down activity.

3. Production in Perception and vice-versa

Widespread interest towards a better understanding of how, in fact, pro-
duction and perception of speech may share spatial (or information content) 
features may offer a neural underpinning to those models, such as the motor 
theor(ies) of speech perception (Lane, 1965; Studdert-Kennedy et al., 1970; 
Liberman and Mattingly, 1985; Galantucci et al., 2006), postulating the ac-
quisition and use of language through covert-articulatory rehearsal mecha-
nisms, which may be explained nowadays by in vivo brain mapping with the 
concept of regional crosstalk and multivariate, pattern-based code sharing. 
Moreover, not only a role for the premotor and motor cortices in speech per-
ception may be argued to pin such theories to brain activity, but also the reso-
nance of acoustic regions during speech imagery and speech production may 
expand this debated model into an ‘acoustic theory of speech production’, or, 

tical, and give a similarity judgment for the third stimulus according to the experimental variables 
(change, no change, silence, either acoustic or phonological). 
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better, finally link the two ends of the speech network into a comprehensive 
model. In this direction, data as early as those in Zatorre and Evans (1992) 
indicated a role for the prefrontal cortex, a locus of speech production, in 
processing perceived speech, with Fadiga et al. (2002) showing Muscular 
Evoked Potentials (MEP) during speech listening. Further fMRI-based 
evidence from Buchsbaum et al. (2001) showed how STS, lateral and dorsal 
pSTG, the parietal operculum (PO) as well as primarily motor, prefrontal 
regions (Broca’s area included) were engaged in both imagery and percep-
tion of multisyllabic pseudowords. A similar, shared network of frontotem-
poral regions discriminating phonologically relevant stimuli was shown by 
Opitz et al. (2003) in Broca’s area and broadly the IFG, middle frontal gyrus 
(MFG) and PrCG, as well as pSTG, as usual in perception. Moreover, Wil-
son et al. (2004), as well as Watkins and Paus (2004), expanded the knowl-
edge on Broca’s area recruitment beyond visually-mediated speech (see also 
Skipper et al., 2005). Furthermore, Wise et al. (1999) as well as Indefrey 
and Levelt (2004) demonstrated the involvement of perception-specific ar-
eas during speech production, with lesion studies also showing sensible pro-
duction impairments as a consequence to damage in the posterior language 
cortex, particularly the PT (Buchsbaum et al., 2011).

Recently, Correia et al. (2015) provided multivariate, fMRI-based evi-
dence for phonemic classification of features typical to speech production 
in a sparse, bilateral network of regions elicited by passive perception of 
eight CV syllables, achieving classification of voicing, manner and place of 
articulation of the consonants, across vowels and speakers. Similarly, Arse-
nault and Buchsbaum (2015) successfully correlated a behavioral confusion 
matrix of twelve consonants (embedded in fixed-vowel CV syllables) with 
a neural confusion matrix derived from multivariate analysis of the fMRI 
signal in a set of acoustic, though not motor regions.

While fMRI-based investigations into the commonalities shared by dif-
ferent stages of speech have focused mainly on spatial characteristics (except for 
Arsenault and Buchsbaum, 2015; Correia et al., 2015), electrophysiology has 
recently provided clues into the commonalities of information content represen-
tation across regions involved in different speech tasks. (Martin et al., 2014) 
cross-decoded the coarse signal of the imagined speech envelope using the spec-
trogram of articulated speech as a model, while cross-decoding of production 
and perception features of CV syllables has been attempted recently within the 
motor cortex (Cheung et al., 2016). The authors crucially showed how ECoG 
high gamma activity extracted from the lateral ventral sensorimotor cortex 
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(vSMC) isolated during syllable production, predicted manner of articulation 
for three consonant groups in motor electrodes during speech perception, thus 
demonstrating how the motor cortex engages in processing of acoustic features 
(manner) during listening, rather than articulator features (place). 

We will conclude this section with Table 1, summarizing the salient 
results in terms of brain localization by speech task. Each region of inter-
est is represented alongside the task directly associated with its involvement. 
Moreover, functional crosstalk is indicated for each region: here, further 
speech tasks are indicated where within-region neural information was de-
coded in addition to the primary task. Figure 1 additionally shows the most 
relevant brain regions from the reviewed literature on the left lateral surface 
of the cerebrum in sagittal view.

REGION TASK CROSSTALK
BROCA production perception, imagery
M1 production
MOF production
PMC production Perception
PO production perception, imagery
prCG production
pSTG production
R AC production
vSMC production Perception
BROCA imagery
dorsal STG imagery
lateral STG imagery
M1 imagery
PMC imagery
STS imagery
A1 (animal model) perception
BROCA perception Production
HG perception
L-ant SMG perception
L MTG perception
L PT perception
L/bilat STS perception Production
pSTG perception Production
prCG perception Production
R STG perception

Table 1. Regions relevant for phonological classification and cross-talk between tasks.
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4. The phoneme as an abstract and discrete unit of speech?

An issue around the existence of the phoneme arose when its role as 
pars minima vocis articulatae started to be debated by those criticizing its 
historical, unchallenged status influenced by the concept of littera, and par-
ticularly, the fostering of the phonemic principle by Structural linguistics 
without sufficient empirical evidence (Albano Leoni, 2009; Marotta, 2010). 
In the history of phonological theory, this issue can be traced back to Büh-
ler’s criticism of the conceptual nature of phonemes (notwithstanding his 
acceptance of the merkmal) as well as Martinet’s resignation in seeking a 
theoretical foundation to the concept of phoneme (though Martinet himself 
had purported the double articulation theory). In fact, phonemes seem to 
emerge from this debate as mere aggregates of allophones, otherwise mak-
ing it impossible for speakers to derive the ‘invariant’ from their numerous 
realizations in continuous speech. Moreover, in Albano Leoni (2009) it is 
argued that perception unfolds through an overall acoustic shape of words, 

Figure 1. Human cerebrum, lateral surface, left hemisphere.
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rather than in a ‘phoneme by phoneme fashion’ (similarly to how fluent read-
ing proceeds), and that minimal pairs do not contribute to word distinction 
as well as (mainly) context, voice quality and facial expression do. Thus, seg-
ments alone would not oppose meanings. In this ‘physiognomic’ framework, 
based on holistic and fully semantic-pragmatic, more than phonologically-
based comprehension, the conceptual nature of phonemes sinks lower into 
the abyss of speculation, and all that remains is the reality of speech produc-
tion in form of a continuous acoustic signal mediated by concrete, context-
based cues.

Such positions have undoubtedly enriched a debate that had come to 
stagnation due to lack of a fruitful confrontation with the new methodolo-
gies to investigate not just speech, but its very birth within the roots of the 
brain. In fact, though, the numerous observations from electrophysiologi-
cal and neurofunctional data reviewed here support the hypothesis of an 
organization of the ‘conceptual phonological space’ adherent to the discrete 
acoustic-articulatory representation of single speech sounds, revealing the 
cortical correlate of phonemes as unique bundles of distinctive acoustic-ar-
ticulatory features. 

To reconcile these apparently opposed stances in the discussion, we may 
argue that while the ‘acoustic shape’ of words reflects the reality of percep-
tion due to physiological reasons (i.e. the continuous, seamless flow of the 
speech signal), nothing prevents the brain – which retains an astounding 
ability to form categories – to conceptualize the invariant version of a speech 
sound, serving the purpose of facilitating regional crosstalk, as well as sub-
tending the ability to comprehend speech in adverse conditions and from a 
virtually infinite number of utterers in one’s language, through abstraction. 
The functional sharing of regions (Broca’s territory and the superior tempo-
ral lobe) and codes (phonological features) among the stages of the speech 
network both hint at the possibility that phonemes do indeed possess men-
tal representations that are mutually comprehensible across the speech net-
work and whose content is integrated by (at least) the acoustic and the motor 
components of the central nervous system. If the acoustic shape of words was 
the only representational criterion for language comprehension and articula-
tion, many of the studies presented here would have failed in extracting pho-
neme-specific features for classification and cross-classification of informa-
tion content within the regions involved in speech production, perception 
or imagery. We would argue that these two positions reconcile in that the 
physical flow of the speech signal, seamless by nature, is made up of holistic 
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phenomena that supplement comprehension, while in nuce our brains can-
not abstain from conceptualizing representations of one’s own phonological 
inventory, arising from region- and code-sharing, and subtending abstrac-
tion as they do with many other aspects of language, such as semantics, even 
when certain sensory modalities are lacking (Handjaras et al., 2016).

5. A cue into the auditory-motor nature of the speech network
 
Here we reviewed the current body of literature exploring phonologi-

cal competence and categorization through in vivo brain exploration tech-
niques, mostly exploiting the new possibilities offered by recent develop-
ments in data analysis for the neurosciences. Despite the variety of aims and 
methodologies, all presented studies appear to converge on the existence 
of an abstract, now we would say cognitively rooted, basis to the phoneme. 
Indeed, the results offered by neurofunctional data show how phonologi-
cal representations can be traced in the cerebral cortex during perception, 
articulation, and imagery of speech sounds, suggesting a role for speech as 
both a sound and an action, as postulated by Scott and Johnsrude (2003).

An interesting implication concerns the relationship between the cogni-
tive representation of the phoneme and the role of region- and code-sharing 
in language acquisition and processing all throughout the lifespan of healthy 
speakers. In fact, the motor theory of speech perception in its original for-
mulation, as well as its subsequent revisions, revolves around the possibility 
that language is processed by interactions between its acoustic and motor 
components: specifically, its main tenet postulates that the merely passive 
perception of speech initiates some sort of articulatory ‘resonance’, engaging 
the memory of articulatory gestures for speech production as this mecha-
nism trains itself covertly. Moreover, what is perceived together with the 
acoustic content is the articulatory gesture, so that perceiving and producing 
is one and the same (Galantucci et al., 2006). 

In this context, the discovery of mirror neurons in the non-human pri-
mate brain’s area F55 sparked new life into a theory that had been received 

5 Mirror neurons have been shown in the primate’s brain to fire in the context of action obser-
vation, i.e. when a conspecific to the observer performed the action of grasping, bringing something to 
the mouth, putting something on a plate, and tearing (Fadiga et al., 1995; Gallese et al., 1996; Riz-
zolatti et al., 1996; Iacoboni et al., 1999; Rizzolatti et al., 2001; Kohler et al., 2002). This has 
led to an intense debate around the existence of mirror neuron-based mechanisms in humans and what 
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with mixed success in cognitive psychology and was waiting for some form 
of experimental validation through in vivo investigations: Broca’s area in hu-
mans seems to serve as a cytoarchitectural and functional homologue to the 
premotor location of mirror neurons in primates, so that, since the dawn of 
the ‘mirror neuron age’ in the cognitive sciences, it has been postulated that 
the development of language is based on an action recognition mechanism 
in humans similar to that observed in primates for hand and mouth gestures 
(Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998). Therefore, the motor theory of speech percep-
tion as well as the more recent articulatory filter hypothesis (Vihman, 1991; 
1993; Westermann and Miranda, 2004) have been brought forward and 
pushed to convergence by a possible explanation of their workings spring-
ing from the anatomy and function of the brain itself, something that was 
less accessible in the years of Liberman and Mattingly (Ziegler, 2008). In 
particular, while the motor theory of speech perception has benefited from 
the possibility of mirror neurons populating the brains (and giving rise to 
the minds) of humans, the articulatory filter hypothesis was born later and 
from the recent, fertile environment of the computational neurosciences: 
the idea behind this model completes the motor theory of speech perception 
in that it clarifies the learned rather than innate nature of the action imita-
tion mechanism subtending phonological learning, pinning it to a specific 
age in ontogeny, that is the babbling phase in pre-linguistic infants. In fact, at 
this age, children start producing open syllables (Jakobson, 1941; Vihman, 
1991; Guasti, 2004) that progressively align to the phonological system of 
their mother tongue by learning to link articulatory gestures to their ‘audi-
tory consequences’ (Westermann and Miranda, 2004: 393), therefore refin-
ing the phonological inventory to its fullness by means of mapping between 
a motor and an acoustic module.

Relevantly to our discussion around the cognitive nature of the pho-
neme, both the motor theory of speech perception and the articulatory filter 
hypothesis fall within the boundaries of the phonemic principle and pin it 

the significance of this system might be in the phylogenic context of language development through 
hand- and then mouth-based gestures (Corballis, 2010), as well as social cognition (Gallese and 
Goldman, 1998; Iacoboni, 2008): evidence for the presence of mirror neurons in humans has been 
debated vividly ever since; sometimes seen as the basis of the ‘great leap forward’ that brought humans 
apart from non-human primates (Ramachandran, 2000), sometimes directly opposed when bring-
ing together the diverse and layered load of experimental evidence (Turella et al., 2009), it remains 
unclear whether a mirror system exists in humans whatsoever (as conflicting examples, see Kilner et 
al., 2009; Lingnau et al., 2009), and its significance in the context of language development in phy-
logeny is argued (Hurford, 2004).
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to cognition, with experimental evidence from the presented studies of func-
tional neurophysiology and brain mapping showing where and how finely the 
brain actually computes these ‘mapping operations’ between acoustic and 
articulatory parameters, to represent, process and categorize the phonologi-
cal inventory of the mother tongue as bundles of features that can be de-
scribed in their dual nature of perceptions and actions.

Nevertheless, the existence of mirror neurons in humans for language 
processing, as well as the consistency of these acoustic-motor mapping the-
ories are still matter of debate due to both conflicting evidence (as to the 
former issue) and the very practical nature of the studies that investigated 
phonological processing in the brain (as to the latter). While the ‘mirror 
neuron issue’ falls beyond the scope of this work and was discussed as a ten-
tative explanation for the anatomical findings and functional correlates of 
motor-acoustic mapping through covert rehearsal of speech sounds, the re-
sults presented so far do sustain the motor theory of speech perception and 
the articulatory filter hypothesis, pinning them to the segmental roots of 
language. 

Yet, it is still to be clarified how this motor resonance during perception, 
and its perceptual counterpart during production, actually emerge within 
the (several) regions that are engaged in speech at this very basic level. In 
fact, further investigations building upon the acquired knowledge of the 
phoneme as an entity rooted in cognition may, eventually, reveal that the 
neural code (i.e., the organizing principle) subtending phonological repre-
sentations is shared by speech perception, imagery and articulation. Most of 
the data reviewed here emerged from experiments whose premises were not 
meant to demonstrate either the phonemic principle or any kind of motor 
theory-oriented code sharing (with the exception of Cheung et al., 2016). 

In this direction, Rampinini et al. (2015) preliminarily explored the 
processing of the Italian complete vocalic system with functional magnetic 
resonance imaging in 15 native Italian speakers who had to listen to, and 
then rehearse covertly or articulate overtly each of the seven Italian vowels 
one at a time; subjects also heard a set of seven pure nonlinguistic tones. The 
whole set of experimental conditions was constructed to assess any differenc-
es in phoneme representation in the brain across the stages of speech, from 
pure sound perception, through phonological perception, covert rehearsal 
and then to overt articulation. The tasks simulated the steps through which 
speech is transformed from a perceptual to a motor act, according to the 
motor theory of speech perception and articulatory filter hypothesis. In this 
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study, vowel-specific information, recalling the trapezoidal scheme describ-
ing the acoustic-articulatory space, was represented similarly in a language-
specific network of regions from the superior temporal to the inferior frontal 
areas of the left hemisphere. This cortical network, and particularly Broca’s 
area in the inferior frontal gyrus, classically engaged in the processing of 
language at different and also more complex levels (Clos et al., 2013; Price, 
2012; Vigneau et al., 2006), showed to be sensitive to phonological repre-
sentations, a very fine, though basic kind of linguistic processing. Moreover, 
Broca’s area showed sensitivity to nonlinguistic sounds (pure tones), even 
though it lies well outside the primary and secondary acoustic hubs of the 
brain. The finding reinforces the argument of its sensitivity to features typi-
cal to phonemes (i.e., frequencies), justified by the structural connectivity 
of this region with the superior temporal cortex (Amunts and Zilles, 2012).

These results suggest the expansion of the motor theory of speech per-
ception into an acoustic theory of speech production, hinting at the engage-
ment of these regions in processing purely acoustic cues since, speculatively, 
as newborns and infants we listen before speaking. Moreover, these prelimi-
nary data showed how both the prefrontal and temporal speech hubs per-
form some sort of crosstalk, since the former was consistently engaged in 
speech perception (even to the point of processing pure tones, as explained, 
as well as heard vowels), while the latter was shown to be engaged in the 
active stages of speech, though significantly in speech imagery only, despite 
being a receptive region. 

These results may contribute to validating the functional importance 
of regional crosstalk across the widespread speech network, assuming that 
a shared code should organize ‘neural phonology’, without the need for the 
exact same regions to process multiple tasks, rather highlighting the value of 
reciprocal ‘intelligibility’ through a shared code. The role of imagery/covert 
rehearsal as a functional bridge in the context of the mirror neuron/motor 
theory hypothesis was first evaluated together with the weighing of purely 
acoustic cues (i.e., frequency and harmonic structure), with respect to the 
idea that the motor and acoustic systems for speech processing constantly in-
teract regionally and qualitatively across the frontotemporal language areas. 
Speculatively, one can argue that the representation of sounds outside the 
linguistic inventory of the speaker would not yield the same ‘neural picture’, 
whereas the representation of allophones might as well do, since they might 
be implicitly linked to their unmarked, fully phonological realization.
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6. Conclusions

In conclusion, a language-specific sound inventory couched on the pho-
neme as a bundle of auditory and articulatory features endowed with neural 
correlates can widely enrich the discussion around the phonemic principle. 
At the same time, it appears to crucially sustain language acquisition theo-
ries pinning phonological competence to a proper neuroanatomical and 
neurofunctional basis.

The availability of literature investigating the neural network under-
lying speech with various techniques and at different scales has brought a 
growing though sparse body of evidence that:

a. Phonological sensitivity is widespread across the cortex;
b. It depends on basic, as well as high-order processes;
c. It is driven by the synergic activity of different brain regions. 

The empirical evidence reviewed here seems to suggest that the phoneme 
is yet a linguistic entity rooted in cognition, and not only an epiphenom-
enon of the mechanics of our mouths and ears through social interactions. 
Moreover, the reviewed literature suggests further investigations into any 
plausible models driving neural phonology, with interesting implications for 
those theoretical mainframes suggesting a motor-articulatory resonance in 
speech perception as well as a perceptual-acoustic one in speech production. 
Therefore, the hypothesis that human mirror neurons might be involved in 
speech processing thanks to their neuroanatomical locations, covering the 
premotor cortex also engaged in language, could be further supported.

The current discussion highlights the relevance of a constant and evi-
dence-based dialogue between linguistics and neuroscience, in order to fos-
ter and forward new knowledge.
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